Connecting ZNZ students over science & drinks

The nature of the brain and of the mind is vastly interesting! The research in neuroscience happening in Zurich is so incredibly diverse that it’s difficult to keep up with all the progress made. The goal of this seminar series is to connect ZNZ students, learn about their research in a relaxed, interactive format, be creative and also explore various subjects in neuroscience research together with invited speakers.

Interactive, student-led format

Two to three students give talks on their work and ideas (10 min), followed by an engaging brainstorming session while having an apéro. Alternating every month, we will have guest speakers from whom we will learn about their research, their career path and challenges in academia during an interview format discussion.

Active participation desired

Let’s have fun discussing important topics in neuroscience! You are welcome to join the seminar series whether you are a postdoc, PhD student, master student or recent graduate. If you would like to present your research ideas and stimulate a discussion, please send the title of your talk and keywords to science_drinks@neuroscience.uzh.ch

Every last Monday of the Month

30th Jan¹ | 27th Feb² | 27th Mar¹
24th Apr² | 22nd May¹ | 26th June²

Irchel, Y55-L-12
18:15 start apéro
18:30 first talk
1: talks given by ZNZ students, brainstorming
2: invited speakers

More info

For questions and suggestions, contact us via E-Mail or join our WhatsApp Group „ZNZ Science and drinks“ with the QR code.

Hosted by ZNZ PhD students: